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Then...

Founded in 1965 as a home for children with developmental disabilities, Paul and Mildred Krentel established Melmark with a mission to provide a safe and nurturing home for their daughter, Melissa, and other children with developmental disabilities. As the children grew and required formal education, the Krentels opened an approved, private special education school, which expanded through the following decades to meet demands for additional enrollments.

& Now

By June 30, 2023, there are Melmark campuses in three states with a total of 50 program locations serving over 500 individuals with autism, intellectual and developmental disabilities, and their families. Today, Melmark employs over 1,200 people who are mission first educators, clinicians, therapists, and providers while also empowering individuals, families, staff and community members to lift voices in advocacy to expand access, equity, demand and create solutions to continue to offer evidence-based practices that incorporate clinical expertise and person-centered planning to achieve the best outcomes for each individual served.
In 2022, Melmark completed a new, five year Strategic Plan that further renewed and expanded upon our foundational commitment and strategy. Now over a year into its implementation, and having persevered through the incredible challenge and demands of the COVID-19 pandemic, we are already recognizing tremendous accomplishments and the diverse growth of our community while we continue to plan for our future. We are also reflecting on our founders as well as the subsequent generations of leaders and friends of Melmark.

As our partners and stakeholders in philanthropy, you may wonder how to measure the impact of your investments. This report displays the progress made possible because of generations of people like you, who play a unique and critical role in supporting Melmark. This is especially true with the current landscape of a funding and workforce crisis affecting many industries, and particularly our human services sector.

I am incredibly proud of the collective accomplishments of Melmark made possible by the support of generous people like you. You’ll read donor stories on the pages that follow and see examples of several recent organizational highlights, such as:

- **Pennsylvania**, the opening of our new school building, which is a state-of-the-art special education learning environment for students and professional development space for staff. These facilities are unmatched in the area and a true reflection of the high quality services we provide at every Melmark location.

- **New England**, the opening of a new day school in Stoughton, Massachusetts in May 2023 to serve additional students from the region, and a thriving Early Intervention Autism Service Specialty Provider (ASSP) program. This, following a 25th anniversary gala celebration raising a record-breaking $500,000 for Melmark.

- **Carolinas**, we have moved into a new, intentionally designed school building that will allow us to serve 72 students from the region, a jump from our present enrollment serving 22 students and a mark of tremendous, groundbreaking growth for our service offerings in this division.

- **Across all Melmark divisions**, as a thought leader in disseminating publications focused on raising the field of special education and adult programs, we have published the first three of four practitioner guides in our EnvisionSMART™ Institute, and the fourth book in this series is being written as we speak. I’m also extremely proud that our team continues to contribute professional research and best practices through peer-reviewed publications.

Our latest initiatives prove Melmark’s expertise in providing state-of-the-art school facilities and advocating for programs that cater to the needs of children and adults with disabilities. We believe in creating an inclusive environment where everyone can thrive and reach their full potential. Our commitment to education and support is unwavering and constantly evolving.

On behalf of the entire team at Melmark, I am endlessly grateful for the steadfast support and partnership of all members of our community. You make learning and continued growth possible at Melmark. We could not accomplish our mission without you or the generations of generous contributors yesterday, today, and tomorrow. We look forward to growing our impact for the people most in need of the services we offer.

My deepest gratitude,

Rita M. Gardner,
M.P.H., LABA, BCBA, CDE®
President and CEO
Who We Are

Our Mission, Vision, and Core Commitments

Our Core Commitments

Compassionate Care
Melmark provides a diverse and inclusive culture of ongoing care, support, and respect for the individuals we serve, their families, and our staff.

Integrity in Everything We Do
Melmark consistently assesses the fidelity of organizational, staff, and performance management systems to ensure educational and clinical standards are achieved and maintained.

Highly Skilled Workforce
Melmark applies performance-based training and professional growth opportunities to enhance the skill set for a diverse and inclusive workforce.

Evidence-based Practices
Melmark uses scientific evidence and performance data to inform all decision-making.

Unified Culture
Melmark values all stakeholders without exception to disability, age, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, race, color, ethnicity, religious affiliation, national origin, geographic location, service line, tenure, or professional credentials. We are a unified culture to ensure fulfillment of our mission and vision.

Best Outcomes
Melmark affects positive change in the quality of life of the individuals we serve within our diverse and inclusive communities by implementing data-driven trend analyses.

OUR MISSION
Melmark is a multi-state human service provider with premier private special education schools, professional development, training, and research centers.

We are committed to enhancing the lives of individuals within diverse communities with autism, intellectual and developmental disabilities, and their families by providing exceptional evidence-based and applied behavior analytic services to every individual, every day.

OUR VISION
Our vision is to expand and raise the quality of service delivery systems throughout the country by disseminating and replicating the Melmark Model of Program Development and Clinical Treatment.
From Our Founders

Going back generations, words from the founders of Melmark are both inspiring, true, and resonate with the Melmark community today.

A letter to Melmark from the 1970s, penned by founders Mildred and Paul Krentel as their daughter Melissa began receiving care and services, reads:

THEREFORE,

Being of sound mind and of sound body, we do hereby bequeath to one small daughter, Melissa, for as long as she shall live:

1. MELMARK: so that the world into which you were born shall never reveal to you its heart of stone and feet of clay.

2. MELMARK: where little people and big people will be your friends and playmates and will not ask of you more than you are capable of giving, yet will expect from you always your best.

3. MELMARK: wherein the dignity of your own small life will be respected as you live in a special world which you yourself can handle with understanding.

4. MELMARK: a world which will challenge you - through training and schooling when your own vision falls short of its goal;
   comfort you - when you stumble over blocks that may drop in your path;
   prompt you - in order to keep you marching forward and reaching upward;
   protect you - not from, but in a world that, at best, is “not shaped for you.”

The Krentel Family

Melissa resides at Melmark, still today. A remarkable person who continues to live and learn with us at Melmark while also teaching us a great deal about our mission.
Modern, Welcoming Facilities, Intentionally Designed for the People We Serve

At Melmark, the impeccable quality of our facilities reflects our mission. Through careful budget planning, philanthropic support from donors like you, steady appeals to grant and foundation funders, and more, we take great care to ensure each Melmark facility and program space is clean, well-organized, and intentionally designed to meet the needs of those we serve. Our newest facilities are points of pride at Melmark and throughout the communities in which they are located.
Students and staff at Melmark Carolinas are in their happy place, enjoying classroom space inside their new school building in Charlotte, NC.
Diverse Expertise and Impactful Leaders

Frank L. Bird, M.Ed., BCBA, LABA, CDE

The Melmark community expresses its sincere appreciation to Frank L. Bird for his impact over 25 years of dedicated service to Melmark. In 2023, Frank will begin a transition from his position as Executive Vice President and Chief Clinical Officer. Frank has worked at Melmark since June of 1998 and is one of the co-founders of Melmark New England. During his tenure, Frank has influenced advancements in all areas of Melmark's program, including: strategic planning, delivering compassionate care, developing curriculum and instruction, staff development, and research and written publications. Frank has helped establish Melmark as one of the premier thought leaders in the field, disseminating research findings and best practices while leading the way and elevating the field of special education and adult services for all. He will remain with Melmark as Executive Vice President of Clinical Services, EnvisionSMART™ Institute.

Helena Maguire, M.S., LABA, BCBA, CDE

Helena Maguire is a leader of great impact who has newly transitioned to the role of Vice President and Chief Clinical Officer. With deep connection, extensive tenure, and experience, Helena is uniquely qualified to fill this role, assuming day-to-day clinical operations across all Melmark divisions. Helena brings to the position a 34-year professional history steeped in sophisticated and outcome driven clinical program development and leadership. Her expertise in academic programming ensures our students and adults reach their best outcomes. Helena is one of the co-founders of the Melmark New England division and has served as its Executive Director since 2016 overseeing the development and implementation of programs and services as well as the daily operations.

Jescah Apamo-Gannon, Ph.D., BCBA-D, LABA

In the words of board member, Jescah Apamo-Gannon:

"Throughout my career, I have been fortunate to serve on several boards. Serving on the Melmark, Inc. board is incredibly rewarding because of the national reputation that Melmark has established for Special Education and Applied Behavior Analytic research and practice. Their core commitments, which include upholding diversity and equity inclusion, align with my beliefs. This may sound a bit cliché, but I always feel empowered and welcomed to share my diverse background, professional expertise, personal perspective, and experience with fellow board members. Serving on the board offers me an opportunity to engage in a very different role than I have in my professional life. It's a chance to contribute to the advancement of strategic initiatives and growth at an organization whose number one mission is to enhance the lives of individuals with special needs and their families within diverse communities, each and every day."

Kimberly Thurmond Bowdre, DPM, CWS

"I have been honored to be associated with the ground-breaking work of Melmark. From the dynamic leadership to the dedicated employees and staff, there isn't a part of the organization that I am not proud to be affiliated with as a board member. I have grown as a clinician by seeing the hard work of all members of the Melmark team, knowing that all parts have to work together to provide this level of care and expertise to deserving students and families. I am thankful for the opportunity to serve as a Board Member of Melmark, Inc."

Kimberly Thurmond Bowdre, DPM, CWS
Podiatrist
Fenway Community Health Center and The Dimock Center

Jescah Apamo-Gannon, Ph.D., BCBA-D, LABA
Assistant Professor/Chair, Special Education Guided Studies Programs
Fitchburg State University
Generations of Philanthropy: The Phillips Family

Melmark Pennsylvania

Tony Phillips first arrived at Melmark in 1974, the start of what would become his home and extended family for the next 43 years. Tony was known for his playfulness, his sense of humor, his warm laugh, and his love of food. He inspired those at Melmark who worked with and supported him, and he inspired family and friends to help others, which they most assuredly did.

Parents Ellen and Richard quickly became involved with Melmark, with Ellen joining the Board of Directors and serving for the next eight years, and her son, Richard, then stepping into a Board leadership role to serve another eight.

Over the years, family members, as well as friends, have helped Melmark in innumerable ways. They have volunteered for and supported our annual Hubert J.P. Schoemaker Classic golf tournament and Dream Maker’s Ball. They have generously contributed to the annual fund, which each year supports the areas of greatest need. They have given to our dedicated wage and staff bonus initiatives that impact our direct support professionals. They have invested in our new campus building with meaningful leadership gifts and enabled us to construct the very first student cafeteria, Tony’s Café, for this and future generations of Melmark students to build critical life skills. This past June, extended Phillips family members and friends joined together to dedicate this special space as a legacy to Tony and then went on to pledge significant, multi-year gifts in support of Melmark. Tony’s brother, Richard, is a member of our planned gift Legacy Society. Tony’s sister, Stephanie, is a long-standing supporter, and his other sister, Connie Anne, dedicated a new campus bench in memory of Tony that today rests next to the pathway that he used to walk every day.

There are no Melmark programs or individual served who haven't been impacted by the depth and breadth of Phillips’ family support and the kindness and generosity of their continued philanthropy. We are forever grateful for all they do for Melmark.
A Decade Later, A Grateful Family: The Newmans

Melmark New England

A decade ago, Kari and Jason Newman’s son, Jakob, entered Melmark New England as a day student. Earlier this fall, Jakob turned twenty-one; a milestone birthday for most young adults and one even more poignant for the Newman family as this special birthday brings Jakob one year closer to the end of his federally entitled public education.

Over the years, Kari, Jason and their daughter, Kaitlin, have helped spread the word of MNE’s mission by joining MNE leadership and other families in state and federal advocacy initiatives, and by encouraging family members and friends to support MNE’s special events. They are volunteers on the annual fore Melmark New England golf committee, worked on the 20th and 25th anniversary gala committees and participate in the annual Classic Car Show, among other events.

In recent years, Kari has spearheaded a group of parent volunteers who help host and support an annual array of Staff Appreciation events including a Taco Bar, Ice Cream Social, Pie Day and Sweet Treats Day. The Newmans also provide annual sponsorship support and charitable donations to benefit Melmark.

"We realize what a powerful impact a group of individuals can have when they come together with a common goal," says Kari.

"From leadership to educational coordinators, teachers, ABA counselors, therapists, administration, culinary and facilities staff; everyone at Melmark works together to help ensure our children grow, learn and succeed. We know that Jakob is happy, nurtured, safe, and engaged while he’s at Melmark. We are so fortunate to be part of the Melmark family and we are honored to carry the Melmark mission and vision forward."

Whether making a personal donation, volunteering or participating in advocacy efforts, the Newmans enthusiastically embody the many ways that MNE family members can get involved in supporting our mission and vision. We truly appreciate the example they set and thank them for all that they do for Melmark New England.
Jennifer Miller’s daughter, Mackenzie, entered Melmark Carolinas in December of 2020. Jennifer is a devoted and busy mother and business woman; she owns and operates a local Bath Genie.

“We often hear it takes a village to raise our children. That couldn’t be truer when it comes to raising children with disabilities. There are no words that can accurately describe the tremendous, positive impact Melmark has had abroad since my daughter became a student. Under MCS’ leadership and education strategies, my daughter’s educational and personal growth has skyrocketed! I am now raising a more patient, manageable young lady who is very happy and asks to go to school. The best side effect of all this is that we now have a much happier home and a better relationship among siblings,” says Jennifer.

Last year, in appreciation for Brad, Keri and the expert team at MCS, Jennifer established a recurring monthly donation to show her gratitude for Melmark Carolinas.

She notes, “For many years, I donated to an array of charitable causes ranging from cancer research to the prevention of animal cruelty and everything in between. While those causes post a pie chart in their annual report to broadly outline how donations are spent, they don’t come close to how Melmark demonstrates each and every day the significant impact my donations make not only for Mackenzie, but for all the children and families they serve. Melmark Carolinas is now my ONLY charity of choice. Although I wished I could donate much more, I still consider my donation a very important investment in the future of Melmark, because abroad we can all make a difference. Melmark is our children’s safe haven...our children’s “village”. How much is that worth to you as a parent? For me, it’s priceless.”

She hopes other Melmark families and friends will join her in establishing a recurring gift. Donations of any amount can be made online via credit card or through ACH bank transfer on a monthly, quarterly or annual basis.

For more information, please contact Ellen Kallman, Director of Advancement for Melmark New England and Melmark Carolinas or Lisa Ketcham, Director of Advancement at Melmark Pennsylvania.

Melmark is our children’s safe haven... our children’s "village".
Melmark Pennsylvania

The Success of Impactful Events

A Reflection on the 2023 Hubert J.P. Schoemaker Classic

On October 9, 2023, we celebrated the 18th annual Hubert J.P. Schoemaker Classic at the Gulph Mills and Philadelphia Country Clubs. Our thanks to the Advisory Board, sponsors, and special guests for their enthusiastic support. Please save the date of September 30, 2024 for the 19th annual Hubert J.P. Schoemaker Classic.

Since its inception, the Hubert J.P. Schoemaker Classic has raised over $7 million for Melmark.

2024 Dream Maker’s Ball: Generations

On April 20, 2024, Melmark families and friends are invited to join us at Philadelphia’s iconic Crystal Tea Room for an evening of fine dining, dancing, and donating where we will celebrate the theme of Generations. Since our founding in Berwyn, Pennsylvania in 1965, generations of individuals have had a profound impact on all that we do all of whom we serve.

Our goal this year is to raise $500,000 in support of the Melmark’s Mission First-Every Individual, Every Day.

More information will follow, but questions may be directed to Aline Reele, Donor Relations Manager, at AlineReele@melmark.org or at 610-325-4996.

Melmark New England
Touching Generations for 25 Years

MNE — 25th Anniversary Gala

In May 2023, hundreds of guests gathered on the grounds of the Andover day school campus to pay tribute to MNE founders Rita M. Gardner, Frank L. Bird, Helena Maguire, and Peter Troy and to raise funds to support the mission of Melmark New England. Latin percussionist and Berklee Professor, Eguie Castrillo and friends provided live music and guests enjoyed a formal dinner, live auction led by Susan Wornick, renowned auctioneer and former News Anchor at WCVB Channel 5, and dancing to acclaimed DJ Axis Pro. Leading the evening’s ceremonies were co-emcees Cindy Fitzgibbon of WCVB StormTeam 5 and Kendra Petrone, MAGIC 106.7’s producer and morning co-host.

Highlights included Rita Gardner, President and CEO, presenting Melmark New England’s Lighting the Way Award to Congresswoman Lori Trahan for her exceptional support in helping Melmark pursue Provider Relief funds through Congress’s CARES Act during the height of the pandemic, and the 2023 Vision of Hope Award to Joseph Gold, MD, Chief Medical Officer at McLean Hospital, for his steadfast commitment and dedication as Melmark’s consulting psychiatrist and more over the past twenty-four years. Frank L. Bird, current Executive Vice President and Chief Clinical Officer at Melmark, was presented with a Lifetime Achievement Award for his invaluable forty-five year career including twenty-five years of dedicated service to Melmark.

Senior leaders from across Melmark’s divisions surprised Rita when they took to the stage to honor her for her leadership and dedication, as evidenced through examples of the organization’s core commitments and serving individuals from twelve states. MNE’s founders were honored and presented with a Proclamation from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a Citation from the Massachusetts Association of Approved Private Schools, a Congressional Citation and personalized awards from family members whose loved ones currently receive services at Melmark New England.
MNE — 25 for 25 Endowment Campaign Launched

Nearly $500,000 was raised from ticket sales, sponsorships, ads, donations and auctions. The funds are dedicated to the organization’s newly launched 25 for 25 endowment campaign, in recognition of the organization’s 25th anniversary. Family members, friends, business partners and others are invited to make a recurring $25 for 25 months ($625) donation, or consider a one-time gift or pledge of $250, $2,500, $25,000 or more in honor of MNE’s anniversary. This concerted effort to grow Melmark’s endowment is focused on bridging the funding gap for adult day services as well as to fulfill future strategic initiatives.

$5,000,000 Raised
(and dedicated to the 25 for 25 endowment campaign)

MCS — fore Melmark Carolinas Annual Golf Outing

In the Carolinas, it has been thrilling to have doubled the size of our annual golf outing to benefit Melmark Carolinas. Over 60 golfers enjoyed the day, which included golfer gift bags, boxed lunches, and perfect weather on the course. The day concluded with cocktails and a buffet dinner, a silent auction and remarks from Bradley Stevenson, Melmark Carolinas’ Director of Program Administration and Clinical Services, and Rita Gardner, Melmark’s President and CEO. This year’s event raised a nearly $30,000.

Thank you to the Stevenson and Dunning families for spearheading golfer outreach, to our sponsors and donors, Marvin and Pattie Bethune, Level Solutions Group and Swinerton, and to the Melmark Carolinas families and friends who joined us in support of our mission first services.
Dedicated and mission-driven staff at Melmark help ensure that each child and adult served reaches their fullest potential and is living their best life. They are committed to Melmark's mission, and each day they provide a diverse and inclusive culture of ongoing care, support, and respect for the individuals they serve and their families. In turn, Melmark offers employees on-site supervision, an array of exceptional professional development programs, tuition reimbursement, a student loan repayment program, and ongoing staff training.

**Did you know?**

Melmark is at the forefront of human service organizations in the country, disseminating applied practices and publishing research with many opportunities for interested staff to contribute to authored book chapters and peer reviewed articles for professional journals. This work continues to inform clinical practices and staff training across all Melmark divisions and in addition, professionals from Melmark disseminate their research findings and best practices through presentations at conferences nationally and internationally while leading the way and raising the field of behavior analysis.
Unique College and University Collaboration

At Melmark, we are committed to supporting and retaining highly skilled employees who seek opportunities for growth and advancement. To achieve this goal, we are proud to have established unique affiliations with several universities and colleges that offer tuition discount opportunities for our employees and their family members. These offerings not only benefit our staff, but also contribute to our strategic plan as an organization. We are excited to continue providing these valuable resources to our team members and their loved ones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College/University</th>
<th>Discount Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chestnut Hill College</td>
<td>25% discount on tuition for undergraduate programs, 10% discount on tuition for graduate programs, Discounts are available for Melmark employees, their spouses, and their dependents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drexel University</td>
<td>Discounts vary based on the program and degree level, Discounts are for Melmark employees only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endicott College</td>
<td>Practicum site for student studying ABA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neumann University</td>
<td>20% discount on all graduate level programs, Discount is available for Melmark employees and their dependents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regis College</td>
<td>10% tuition reduction for ANY online bachelors, certificate, graduate, and doctoral programs, 20% tuition reduction for ANY onsite (Regis Campus) bachelors, certificate, graduate, and doctoral programs, 25% tuition reduction for ABA courses onsite at Melmark New England, No application fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Massachusetts Lowell (UMass Lowell)</td>
<td>Practicum site for student studying ABA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widener University</td>
<td>20% for all programs (Excludes Master of Social Work, Accelerated BSN, undergraduate day programs, and the Widener-Crozer Partnership Programs), Discount is available for Melmark employees, partners and dependents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmington University</td>
<td>10% discount on a variety of programs across degree levels, Discount is available for Melmark employees only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Advocacy

As many people have observed and experienced, management and direct care staff have faced added job stress as we ask them to do more with less and ride the waves of ever-changing protocols and demands related to and resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. In response, Melmark has been highly engaged in advocacy work aligned with our mission-first commitment to provide the highest quality of care for the most vulnerable individuals we serve and to raise the wages of each highly valued, direct care staff responsible for the daily health and well-being of each individual receiving services at Melmark.

Measuring benchmarks and the impact of Melmark advocacy is more important than ever. Sometimes, we are able to report policy wins. Regardless of wins or losses, when our collective voices are raised, they are heard and can help impact future change. We know that our community is committed to working toward change that does not always make headlines.

Melmark Advocacy Tracker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Melmark Carolinas</th>
<th>Melmark Pennsylvania</th>
<th>Melmark Pennsylvania</th>
<th>Melmark New England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HB 478/NC State Budget</td>
<td>HB/611/Budget Hearings</td>
<td>Governor’s Budget</td>
<td>Governor’s Budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENDING</td>
<td>MOVED</td>
<td>DID NOT PASS</td>
<td>MOVED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Messages Sent
- Melmark Carolinas: 264
- Melmark Pennsylvania: 3,084
- Melmark New England: 657

Children’s: 85
Adults: 35
(100% of families)

Last Action
- Melmark Carolinas: July 2023
- Melmark Pennsylvania: July 2023
- Melmark New England: March 2023

The Impact of Melmark’s Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Strategic Plan

Melmark and our philanthropic partners stand by the need for welcoming and inclusive programs for children and adults of all abilities, races, and family structures. Growing our diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives is critical to workforce satisfaction, better clinical practice systems, and increased access to Special Education and adult services, which also is consistent with our long-standing mission, vision, and core commitments.

This fall, we developed a timeline, dating back to our founding in 1965, to share the story of how our DEI focus has remained intertwined with our mission and includes work at the state and federal policy level to remove barriers to special education and disability services across Pennsylvania, New England, and the Carolinas as well as advocacy toward equal pay for equal work for our employees.
Partnerships, Memberships, and Organizations to Know

A
Advocates for Autism of Massachusetts
American Association on Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities
American Physical Therapy Association
American Psychological Association
American Public Health Association
Asperger and Autism Alliance for Greater Philadelphia
Association for Applied Behavior Analysts International
Association for Professional Behavior Analysts

B
Behavior Analyst Certification Board
BACB Authorized Continuing Education Provider
Berkshire Association for Behavior Analysis and Therapy
Brain Injury Association of America
Brain Injury Association of New Jersey
Brain Injury Association of Pennsylvania

C
Council of Autism Service Providers
Council for Exceptional Children
CEC Division on Autism and Developmental Disabilities
Main Line Chamber of Commerce
Maryland Association for Behavior Analysis
Massachusetts Advocates for Children
Massachusetts Association for Behavior Analysis
Massachusetts Association of Approved Private Schools
Massachusetts Brain Injury Association
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
MAX Association

N
National Assoc. of Qualified Dev. Disability Professionals
National Association of Social Workers
National Private Special Education Centers
Neurodiversity Employment Network
New Jersey Association of Community Providers
New Jersey Psychological Association
North Carolina Association for Behavior Analysis
North Carolina Council for Exceptional Children
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction

P
Pennsylvania Advocacy and Resources for Autism/Intellectual Disability
Pennsylvania Alliance of Approved Private Schools
Pennsylvania Department of Education
Pennsylvania Psychological Association
Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Work
Preparing Adolescents for Adult Life

V
Virginia Association for Behavior Analysis

W
Women in Behavior Analysis
$3.7 Million
Dollar amount of donations in FY2022

$3.1 Million
Dollar amount of donations in FY2023

**FY 2022 & FY 2023 Donors**

- 393 New Donors in FY22
- 648 New Donors in FY23
- 30 New Donors of Gifts In Kind FY22
- 81 New Donors of Gifts In Kind FY23
- 586 Number of Donors Who Increased Giving in FY22
- 469 Number of Donors Who Increased Giving in FY23

**Staff/Professional Development**

- 94% Workforce Diversity* staff across all state divisions
- 90.1% Staff retention rate across all state divisions
- 21% Staff across all state division holding post-graduate degrees

* race, age, gender

“Greg is excited to return to his Meadowbrook house after each family visit with us. He whoops it up, runs up the walkway to his house, and booms inside to see his roommate and the staff. Melmark has provided a community home and enriched life for our son. He is able to live in the community, participate in the Adult Day Program, develop friendships, and be as independent as possible.”

Laura and Chris Binner, Parents
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Melmark, Inc.
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Member, Melmark, Inc.
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Mary Jane Weiss, Ph.D., BCBA-D
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Ellen M. Kallman, CDE®
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Lindsay Casavant, CDE®
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Financial Reports and the Impact of Your Gifts

Melmark’s Board of Directors extends sincere gratitude for your support of Melmark and thanks you for your continued confidence in our mission.

The Impact of Your Gifts

Specialized Information Technology
Development of clinical software technology

Children’s Program Support
Purchase of specialized classroom furniture and augmentative and alternative communication devices

Capital Projects
Construction of updated playground spaces, pool and pool house, dining and eatery areas, as well as professional development and wellness spaces.

Holiday Staff Appreciation and Wage Initiative Appeals
Benefiting direct care staff, who receive 100% of funds raised for this initiative in The Carolinas, New England and Pennsylvania

Adult Program Support
Supporting adult programming in New England and Pennsylvania

FY 2022 Fundraised Support
$3.7 Million Total Raised

FY 2023 Fundraised Support
$3.1 Million Total Raised
FY 2022

Operating Revenue: $108,305,969

Operating Expenses: $100,891,604

FY 2023

Operating Revenue: $112,717,000

Operating Expenses: $112,013,000
As we shift our annual Impact Report from the spring of 2023 to the fall, you will find donors listed in this report reflect cumulative gifts to Melmark from July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2023.

We are deeply grateful to all who have given so generously to help us provide the best educational, programmatic, vocational and clinical services to the children and adults we are privileged to serve.

**Founder's League**
($1,000,000 and Greater)
Anonymous (2)

**President's Club**
($500,000 - $999,999)
Anonymous (2)

**Visionaries**
($100,000 - $499,999)
Anonymous (2)
Crystal Trust
The Davenport Family Foundation
Delaware County Intermediate Unit
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Audrey Flack Marcus and H. Robert Marcus
Howard and Mara Mayer
Fred and Vicki Modell
Pennsylvania Department of Education
Ellen Phillips
Amanda and Conrad Radcliffe
Lesley Russell and Christopher Cooper
Schwab Charitable Fund
James and Karyn Stahle
Teamsters Local 25
The Peter & Elizabeth C. Tower Foundation
Edith L. Trees Charitable Trust

**Ambassadors**
($50,000 - $99,999)
Anonymous (3)
Accenture
The Alfred I. duPont Foundation
Allan Myers, Inc.
Daniel Johansson and Lydia Lebron
Lightening the Load Foundation
The McLean Contributionship
Maureen McMahon
Philadelphia Insurance Companies

**Leaders**
($25,000 - $49,999)
Anonymous (2)
James Alex and Michaela Ristuccia
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Stephen Bruhns and Kimberly Weiler Bruhns
Cencora
John and Mary Gene Clavin
Education Opportunities LLC
J.M. McDonald Foundation, Inc.
Jackson Lumber & Millwork
The KSB Charitable Fund
The Leibowitz Family
Mark Lynch
Clive Mendelow
Heather and Daniel Mendelow
Merck Foundation
Joe and Helen O’Mara
Oracle
Christopher and Mary Elleen Patton
Simkiss & Block
Constance and Michael Solomon
Greg and Peggy Strakosch
TD Charitable Foundation

**Champions**
($10,000 - $24,999)
Anonymous (3)
Chris Baldwin and Sally Reyering
Bancroft Construction Company
BDO
Benevity
Nicholas and Gail Biancucci
Frank Bird and Rita Gardner
Lawrence and Luise Cancro
CB Richard Ellis
CCA Group, LLC
C.W. Dunnet & Co.
Charitable Flex Fund
Clinical Ink

Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Estate of Carl E. Wildermuth
The Community Foundation Serving Richmond and Central VA
Dewar Nurseries Inc of Florida
Dj Cross Chimney Sweeps
Mike and Marley Dolente
Doug Flutie, Jr. Foundation for Autism
Lindsey and Tom Dunn
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Fifth Generation, Inc./ Tito's Handmade Vodka
Stephen Finley
Fred C. Church Insurance
Michael and Melissa Freni
Fujirebio Diagnostics, Inc.
MaryAnn Garcia*
Helen E. Golding and Michael Schwartz
Grane Rx
S. Robert and Rosalie Grass
The Griesser Group
Connie Anne Phillips Harris and Jeremiah Harris Harte Group
Robert and Astrid Hasbrouck
Heather and Michael Hirst
Janssen Biotech, Inc.
Joe's Flaming Kabob, Inc. / Dominic's Diner
KPMG LLP
Ellen and Richard Kallman
Michael Kearney
Etta Kessler*
Michael and Sarah Leibowitz
Roger & Kathy Marino Foundation
John and Beth McCullough
Kevin and Sandra McEntee
Morgan Lewis
Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management
Derek and Nina Navisky
New England Biolabs, Inc.
Jason and Kari Newman
Joseph and Carmen Nore
Ron and Mary Owen
RSM
Red Sox Foundation
Sanctuary Medicinals, Inc (Littleton)
Angela Scott
Hoxie Harrison Smith Foundation
W. W. Smith Charitable Trust
Stout
Kevin Tassinari
TD Bank
TERC
Travelers Insurance
Video Chrysler Dodge Jeep RAM
Waste Management
West Pharmaceutical Services, Inc.
Denny and Claudia Willson
Gary and Sandi Yates
Zynerba Pharmaceuticals

Benefactors
($5,000 - $9,999)
Anonymous (3)
4G Clinical
Assured Guaranty Corp.
Avalon
Mary Barry and Thomas Nephew
BNO Garfield Group
BPJ Mechanical, LLC
Diane M. Bonanni, D.M.D.
Andrew and Lisa Briggs
Burns & Levinson LLP
William and Susan Carroll
John Caveney
The Charles E. & Florida C.A. Foisy Foundation
Chubb
James Clark
Clinical Research IO
Community Foundation of New Jersey
Consolidated Medical Supply
Danforth Advisors, LLC
The Demoulas Foundation
Donna and Joe Duffy
Carrie Eaton
Enterprise Bank
Ernst & Young LLP
Fenningham, Dempster & Coval LLP
Bernadette and Geoff Figgis
Frank C. Videon, Inc.
Full Harvest Moonz, Inc.
Kathleen Gardner and Richard Whitehead
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
Good Works Fund
Google

Greatful Deeds Fund
Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance
Group 1 Automotive - Ira Lexus of Danvers
Michael Harte
Jeffrey Harvey
Gerald and Virginia Hudrick
Ann Innocenti
International Brotherhood of Teamsters
Jewish Communal Fund
Maria Joseph
Joan and John Kaiser
Beth and David Keenan
Diana Levinson
Lexus Motor North America, Inc
John and Jacquelyn MacKinnon
Mayne Pharama, Inc
James McCabe
Network for Good
Joel and Martha Noumoff
Shawn and Carol O’Brien
Giacomo Perrino
Rockefeller Capital Management
Gerald and Elizabeth Rorer
The Rorer Foundation
Sam Brown Inc.
The Scholler Foundation
Stephen Shanahan
Harold and Teresa Short
Robert and Suzanne Stetson
Ned and Carol Stumpo
TMC Concrete Coatings & Finishes
Stephen Tomasello
Robert and Kathleen Trainor
Robert Troeller
VJA Associates
Vantage Builders
Veeva
The Weber Family Foundation
The Winifred & William O’Reilly Foundation
Wohlsen Construction Company

*Deceased
Stewards
($2,500 - $4,999)
Anonymous (2)
3GHC Architects, LLC
Jonathan Aguiar
Leroy and Beverly Ahrensford
AvalonBay Communities, Inc.
BWK Construction
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Christopher and Laura Binner Danilo
Block and Curt Heiland Stephen
Boccardo
Rachel Breneman
Edwin and Laurie Brennan
John Bremenstuhl
CNA Stores
Carlsisle Engineering
Caroline J.S. Sanders Trust II Donna
Carr
Casner Edwards
Catholic Human Services Foundation
Charity Golf International
Clario
Lori and Tighe Clements
Robert and Judy Crider
Thomas and Lisa Crofcheck
D & J Construction
Richard and Cathleen Decker Robert
DiFazio
Greg Diskant and Sandy Baron
Jonathan and Mara Dor
Brian Farrell
Brian and Michelle Ferraro
Fox & Roach/Trident Charities
Freedom Valley Restoration Inc.
Jamie Gibbs
Angela Grasso-Alex
Andrew and Jane Greenthal
Ian and Kathleen Grey
Daniel and Josephine Gutierrez
Robert Handwerker
Joshua Hechter
Gerald and Anna Louise Hegarty
Honeybrook Golf Club
Melissa and Don Hurst
Institution For Savings
Norman Janis and Patricia Herzog
Jewish Federation of Greater Philadelphia
Joanne Jones
Stephen Karp
Elie and Cheryl* Khoury
Christina Kirk
Gina Long
Shawn and Helena Maguire
Timothy and Nadine Mahoney
Ellen and Edward Mans ield
Massachusetts State Treasurer's O  ice
Mary and David Maurer
Dennis and Elizabeth McAndrews
McKesson Foundation
Patrick McNichol
Mary Morris
Edmund and Jennifer Murphy
National Philanthropic Trust
Rhonda Nazzaro-Lambert and George Lambert
David and Elise Navisky
Joseph and Christine Neenan
Michael Nicholas
O  ice Basics, Inc.
Martin and Kathy Pasqualini
Pinemar. Inc.
J acqueline and Brian Pitts
The Plastics Group of America
Preload, LLC
Pulte Homes
Shawn and Myra Quigley
Michael and Franee Quinlan
Raymond James Charitable - Sherman Family
Foundation
Douglas Reynolds
Bryan and Krista Rogers
Mary Ellen Roer
Jennifer and Christopher Samaras
Roselyn Scales
Todd Sherman
Robert Simpson
Stoneham Ford
Joy and Leonard Sussman
Joseph and Stacie Tonucci
Robert and Kelly Travaglini
The Uncle Willy Giving Fund
United Way of Greater Philadelphia and Southern
New Jersey
The Wawa Foundation, Inc.
The Whissons Culinary Group
Jordan Wiener and Fern Vernick
Nancy and Donald Wood
Xelerate, LLC
YourCause, LLC
Philip Zaimes

Partners
($1,000 - $2,499)
Anonymous (3)
183 Solrac 5 LLC
A.L. Prime Energy Consultant, Inc.
AbbVie
Ace Management Inc
Adirondack Foundation - Kathleen and Robert
Trainor Designated Action Fund
Advent International
William and Kirsten Ahearn
Peter and Charlene Alabiso
AmazonSmile Foundation
Jonathan Andrus
Susan and Alan Apter
Kathryn and Robert Barbarisi
Maria and Joseph* Barcelos
Meredith Barnes-Cook
Kelianne Benner
Frances Berardi
Brian and Lindsey Bernhardt
Marvin and Pattie Bethune
Anthony Bianucci
Andrew J. Block
Bolton Orchar ds
Martin and Elizabeth Borden
J D Bowers
Nancy and Carl* Bruhns
Paul Buckley
Jim Calvarese
Laura Marie Cancro Davey
John C. Caras
Kathleen and David Carroll
Neil Casa

Catherine Clavin
The Concord Advisory Group Ltd.
Conway Office Products
Nancy M. Copple
Estate of Catharine Coryell*
Ralph and Elizabeth Cox
Dalton & Finegold
Jane Daniels
David Electrical Contracting, LLC
Norman and Ludmila Deakyne
Jacques and Janet DeCaestecker
Richard and Theresa DeRoo
Alexander and Ashley DiGiorgio
Duane Morris Government Strategies
EPS Painting and Services Inc
Lee Edmonson
Alyssa Elser and Philip Crotts
Epilepsy Foundation New England
Charles Ernst
Mehmet Ertas and Kim Shively
FJN Charitable Foundation
Facilities Management & Maintenance, Inc.
Bruce and Elizabeth Fadem
Joseph and Allison Fanelli
Liam Farrell
Tom and Elizabeth Farrell
Marco and Hattie Fiato
Paul and Liz Finley
Thomas and Floramoe Force
Brian and Sue Gallagher
Barbara Gannon
Kevin M. Gasiorowski, O.D.
Amy and Peter Genest
The Gilronan Family
Richard Glancy
Joseph and Mindy Gold
Good Works Fund
Julia Goulding
Greg Bonanni Simpson Supplemental Needs Trust
Michael and Marie Greeny
Edward and Wendy* Gulley
Kurt and Jeannie Haab
Margaret Haag
James and Lorraine Hahn
June Halbruner
Susan Hammond

*Deceased

These lists reflect cumulative donations made between 7/1/2021 and 6/30/2023.
Maureen and Robert Hannigan
Jim Hardiman
Matthew and Lauren Harrington
Barbara Harty
Deborah Hauser
Barbara Hawkins
John Healy
Curt and Christine Hoff
Bertram Holman
Joyce Hudrick
Katherine Hughes
Kathleen Hyland
Dorothea Iannuzzi
J&J Concrete & Paving LLC
JR’s Landscaping Company
Elena and Curtis Jackson
Jim Miller Roofing
Cait Johnson
Joseph and Courtney Keane
Robert and Carole Keidel
Susan Kelterer
Anne Kennedy
Diane O’Neill
John Thompson Oglesby
Joseph and Michelle O’Connell
Richard and Elizabeth Shedlow
William and Janice Sheehan
Andrew and Annemarie Signore
Scott Signore
The Simkiss Family Foundation
Gardner Sisk
Joan Smith
Ken and Mai Solt
David and Helen Steinberg
Lawrence Stern
Jon and Margaret Story
Maura Sullivan
Sunschein Photography
Swinerton
Synterex, Inc.
TIAA Services
Gina Talarico
Laura Tempesta
This End Up Furniture Company
Mark Thompson
Stefanie Thompson
Stefani Timmons
Town Fair Tire Foundation Inc
Robert and Jeannine Tribuiani
James Van Etten
Kaitlin Vo
Mike Walsh
Ryan Watkins
John Wesson
Cheryl Wheeler
Robert Wickham
Michael and Janet Wyman
Patrons ($500 - $999)
Anonymous (3)
Abbott Lab
All Current Electrical Sales
Amsted Industries
The Andover Companies Charitable Foundation
Jesica Apamo-Gannon
Jenna Appleton
Armstrong Associates
Ronald and Carolyn Ballard
Linda Barton
Joseph and Tara Beaulieu
Elizabeth Becker
Joseph and Elaine Beggan
Gina Bergskaug
The Bethany Group, Inc.
Kathryn Bigelow
Robert and Judith Binns
Binns and Co. Software, Inc
Mark Bishop
The Bleicher-Nugent Family
Ferdinand and Loreda Boco
Borden Foundation
Nicholas Bragg and Holly MacKenzie
Brendywine Polo Club Inc.
Brendywine Valley Quilters Guild
Gayle and Michael Braunstein
Jeanne Breen
Brendan Stanton, Inc
Janice D. Brown
Janine Brown-Smith
Natasha Browning
Charles and Virginia Bruton
David and Dawn Bryk
Jessica Buckley
Gary and Rebecca Burgwald
CMGRP, Inc.
Caldwell Tanks, Inc.
Vincent Calvarese
Franklin and Barbara Cannon
Catherine Casey
Daniel Casey
Castiglione Family
Chung and Grace Chang
Jay and Christine Chang
Jennifer Chapman
Ilene Chester and Frank Tobin
Niels and Kathleen Christensen
Christian Party Rental
Len and Nicole Clamp
Margaret Clavin
Cleaning for Cures, LLC
Commonwealth Motors
Corporate Profit Solutions LLC
William Cranney
Benjamin Cross
Paul and Katharine Crowley
Cummings Franchise Law, P.C.
Darlene and Michael D’India
Mark and Kathleen Damiri
Damoula LLC
Danaher Foundation
William and Tracey Daugherty
Priscilla Davis
Olivia De Santis and Bradley Lind
Tony and Arlene Della Selva
Delmont Utilities, Inc.
Hillary DeMello
The Dimer Synergy Gift Fund
Direct Connections Placement
Roger and Judy Doherty
Donabedian Bros., Inc.
Rosemary Duffey and Carmen Ezzo
Christopher Duffy
Lawrence and Catherine Dugan
Kimberly and Sarkis Duhanyan
James Eaton, Jr.
Stacey Edelstein
Jim and Louise Elkins
Thomas and Deirdre Evans
Joseph and Jennifer Falcone
Margaret Fekete
Robert Feldman
Susan Ficca
Ann E. Flynn
Tracy Shyu Foley
Michael and Jennifer Foreman
Vicki and Kenneth Foti
Karen and Arist Frangules
Diane Frantz-Miller and Craig Miller
Michael and Karen Galanaugh
Deborah Gass
Elliot and Irene Glanz
Steve and Rhonda Glyman
Mark Green
Gregg. Hunt, Ahern and Embry
Abraham and Melissa Heller
Blair Heppe
Highland Hill Farm
Hirst Enterprises
IPG Dextra, Inc
Barbara Jackins and John Mason
Caryl and David Johnson
Stephen Johnson
Alice Benson Johnston
Raymond E. Kaarsberg and Rebecca Jolley
Frederick Kantor and Evelyn Kantor Lugo
William Keiser
George and Patricia Khoury
Scott Knightly
Brian and Susan Korff
Brandon Kurtzman
Vctor Lam
Level Solutions Group
John Liotta
Local 827 I.A.F.F.
Lowndes Law
John and Maureen Lybarger
Elinore Lyon
Sally Mahoney
Drew and Joanne Marc-Aurele
Cyndie and Steve Martin
Karen and Robert Mattox
Darrell and Gabriela May
Michael and Carole McCabe
Bethany McCann
Elizabeth McCarthy
Tom McCormick
Barry McGlew
Jim and Michelle McHugh
Cynthia McKinley
Mary McMonagle
Mary McNichol
William Mealey
Mark and Michelle Mercato
Michaud, Rowe, and Ruscak Insurance Associates, Inc.
Joseph and Maria Milani
John F. Mitchell*
Sister Patricia A. Mitchell
Kenneth Mooneyham
Michael and Denise Moran
Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust, Inc.
Jennifer Mucellin
Elizabeth Mullane
New Balance
Newburyport Bank
Catherine and Scott Nolin
Albert Norton
Larry O’Connell
Paul and Mia O’Connell
William and Lauren O’Keefe
Kerry O’Neil and Mary Anne Pitt
Joel and Sarah O’Toole
Daniel and Maureen Ostien
Kenneth and Melissa Padera
Dina Papantoniou
William and Kathleen Paquette
Parisi House Board of Directors
David and Ronnie Parker
Steven and Kendra Petrone
Diane Petrucci
Pfizer Inc.
Planet Aid, Inc.
Joy Pott
Sharon G. Quinlan
Kara Anne Reagon
Ryan and Laura Reed
Rhode Island Foundation
Greg Rizzo
Robert Half Corporate
Orlando Rodrigues
Chris Rogers
Jennifer and Ronald Ropiak
Jason Ryan
Sharon and Peter Ryan
Suzanne and Charles Sabolis
Derek and Antonella Sampson
The Sarian Group - HighTower Advisors
Frances Schrader
Randall and Mary Ann Schwarzenberg
Matt and Sue Semola
Serve the Spectrum Inc
Maureen Shanahan
Anne Shenebrook
Rachel Sherman
David and Jane Silk
Mark and Darcy Singer
Michael and Susan Sklaroff
Dave Smith and Lisa Higgins-Smith
South Shore BMW/MINI
Haley Steinhauser
Lenore Stern
Stoneham Motor Company
TCF Law Group PLLC
Anne Tilson
Tower Group Associates, Inc.
Jennifer Traverso
Tri-M Group
Peter and Diane Troy
Joseph and Genevieve* Tuthill
The Ulderico & Anna C. Milani Charitable Foundation
Ultimate Windows
Visa
Paul Waga
Daniele and Gregory Walls
Linda Wasilchick
Joseph and Jolly Waterman
Michael Wiblishauser
Wicked Awesome LLC
Willa Worsford
Frank and Paula Zavri

**Friends**

($1 - $499)

Anonymous (24)
ABC Equipment Co., Inc.
Julia Abbott
Douglas and Kelly Abdoo
Scott and Renesa Abner
Rana Abouzirik
Sharon Accolla
Anita Adams
Deborah Adams
Judith and David Addazio
Jeffrey Addis
Florachel Addy
Casca O. Adjepong
Affinia Financial Group/Shepherd Financial Partners
Gregory Agganis
Frank and Donna Aiello
Gina Akoury
Kurt and Ann Albrecht
Mercedes Alexander

These lists reflect cumulative donations made between 7/1/2021 and 6/30/2023.

*Deceased*
These lists reflect cumulative donations made between 7/1/2021 and 6/30/2023.

*Deceased
Heather and Scott Jones
Liza and Tom Jones
Michael Jones
Joseph Juliana
Carol Julianelli
Kathleen Jurczynski
Kristen Jutras
Tara Kaberle
Erin Kabo and Paul Findeisen
Pamela Kabo
Megan Kain
Adhe Kakesa and Tyti Kungu
Leonard Kallman
Marc Kallman
Jill Kalman and Martin Deetz
Joann Kalogianis
Celia Kampner
Toni Kampner
Helen T. Kane
Robert and Denise Kane
Robert and Katherine Kaplan
Howard and Frances Karas
Mark Karas
David Kargman
Joan Karol
Ryan Karp
Deborah Kasabian*
Jeff and Barbara Katzman
Cathleen E. Kavanagh
Dawn Keane
Shana Keane
Keane's Auto Body
Joan and Bill Kearney
Betsy Keefe
Sara Keeler
Jennifer Keenan
Diane Keimig
Annette Keiser
Jane and John Kelleher
Kevin Kelley
Richard Kelsky
Irene Kennedy
Julie Kessler
Mark and Katherine Kessler
Dorothy Kessler-Banner
Lisa Ketcham
Elias and Louma Khoury
Gebran and Vicky Khoury
Peter Kiely
Thomas and Patricia Killeen
Michael King
John Kingston
Gina Kinney
Alex Kishbaugh
Dwight Kizun
Irene Klein
Sherrill Kobrick
Elizabeth Kochan
Michele Konitzer
David and Rosalie Konjoian
Kimberly Konzack
Lauren Kovalchik
Jeanne Kramer
Joan Kramer
Fred Kraus
Timothy and Dana Krimmel
Dennis and Susan Krivelow
Sonja Kuehler
Carol Kurz
Gene and Joanna L'Heureux
L.W.R. Enterprises, Inc.
Christian and Connette Labus
Maureen Lacerte
Nicholas Lacovara
Dana and Graham Lacy
Donald Ladebauche
Brittany Lamb
Jason Lancaster
Laura and Dick Langworthy
Nickolas Lanzi
Kirk Larsen
Thomas Larsen
Donna Larson
Alexis Latey
Frederick and Eileen Lauersen
Dillon Lavallée
Kelli Lavita
Baonhu Le and Thanh Tran
Denise Leach
Jean Leahy
Martin and Nancy Leahy
Jim and Laurie Lees
Tyler Lenois
Susan Leone
Courtney Leroux
Arlene Lessac
Jacqueline Levasseur
Ivy Leverone
Edward and Mary Levitsky
Sandra Lifschin
Louise Lintz
Laura Liotta
Jonathan Lister
YongFeng Liu and Zelda Zhu
Alma Long
Amanda Long
Stephen and Maureen Long
Stephen and Susan Long
Mark and Suzan Lopatin
Lowell General Hospital Bowling League
Amy Lucenta
Donna Luisi
Carol and John Lunger
Beverly Luperf
William and Carol* Lusignea
Joanna Luty
Diego and Clare Luzuriaga
Max Luzuriaga
John and Beryl Lynch
Karyn Lynch
Raquel Lynch
Thomas E. Lynch
Joe and Lisa MacDougald
Lauren Mace
Daniel MacIntyre
Mary F. Mack
Cynthia Mackey
Daniel MacKinnon
Elaine MacKinnon
James MacNiven
Jeri MacNiven-Moore and William Lybarger
Lynne Maguire
Margaret Jane Mahoney
Mary Anne Malarkey
David and Dorothy Maloney
Dana Mandell
David and Lillian Mann
Julie Manninen
Francis and Ella Manogue
J. Patrick and Karen Mansfield
Joseph and Angela Mantone
Michael and Patricia Marazas
Gary J. Marchese
Joseph P. Marchese, Jr.
Denise Marien and John Bradshaw
Christine Marotta
Lillian Marsaglia
Tracey H. Martin
Lynette Martyn
Rose Marie Masciiulli
Andrew and Linda Masotta
Richard Masotta
Massachusetts Fire Academy
Deb and Chris Massaro
MassMutual
Amalie Masucci
Elizabeth Matson
Mary Jane Matson
Steven Matzner
Brian and Erin Maurer
Tami Maybury
Jeffrey and Wendy Mayer
Linda Mayer
Edward McAleer Jr.
Kevin and Kathleen McAnally
Caitlin McAndrews and Brendan Mullarkey
Maureen McBeth
April McBrine
Olivia McCaffrey
John and Sheila McCann
Mary McCary
Noelle McCartney
Amy McCay
Curtis McCray
Sarah S. McDade
Graham and Susan McDonald
Wendy McDonough
Dan and Judith McIntee
John McEvoy
Brad McFadden
Thomas and Ellen McGarrity
Daniel and Trudie McGarvey
Boots McGrath
Sherry McGrath

*Deceased

These lists reflect cumulative donations made between 7/1/2021 and 6/30/2023.
Gale McIver
Bette McKenzie
Bridget McKnight
Chris McMonagle
Kevin and Julie McMonagle
Michael and Cecilia McMonagle
Jane McNally
Nicole McNamara
Patrick McNamee
Mary McNell
Elizabeth McNichol
Karen McPherson
Joseph McQuaid
Joseph and Sheila McQuillan
Liz McRae
Wendy McSweeney
Medford Fire Fighters IAFF Local 1032
Elizabeth Meharg
Elizabeth Meharg
Luis Mejia
Danielle Mello
Marjorie and Marshall Menachem
Migdalia Mendez
Lynn Merchant
Alexis Merry
Michael and Debra Messineo
Kris Messner
Patricia Messner
Matthew and Randy Metzger
Kathleen Metzman
Neal and Regina Milan
Milhench
Jessica Miller
Roanne Miller
Robyn Miller-Tarnoff
David Mineo
Jessica Minott
Claudia Mintz
Kelley Miskis
Michael Mital
Patrick and Marilyn Mitchell
Amy Monkiewicz
Hiram Moody
Christine Moore and Robert Morse
Michael Moore
John and Molly Morin
Mary Ellen Morris
Maureen Morris
Jean Morse
Daniel and Kathleen Mosco
Carol Mouradian
Ann Marie Mowry
Cathleen and Aubrey Moyer
Savoy and Robert Moyer
Jen Mucellin
William and Rose Mueller
Suzanne Muench and Melanie Manning
Kerry Mullen
Peter and Ellen Mullen
Carol Mullin
Kathleen Mullin
Susanne Murdoch
Judy Murphy
Patricia Murphy
Ravonda Murphy
Stacy Murphy
Anne Murray
Maryann Murray
Robin Murray
Mercy Mutindwa
Krista Myers
Stefan and Melissa Mykytiuk
Claudine Nacamuli
Erik Nadeau
Siobhan Nally
Jamirah Nanyanzi
Jackie Natale
National Granite
Benjamin Navisky
Elizabeth Navisky
Lev Navisky
Michael Navisky
Brian and Julie Nelson
Robert and Grace Nelson
NetApp
Newburyport Garden Club
Kaitlin Newman
Newtown Square Presbyterian Church
Linh Nguyen and Minh Vo
Thu Hien Nguyen
Trang Nguyen
Heather Nichols
Frances Nigberg
Megan and Paul Nolen
Michael and Toni Nolet
Raymond Nolin
Clara Novello
Jessica Oar
Diane O'Brien
Kelly O'Brien
Lynn O'Brien
William and Andrea O'Brien
Caitlin O'Connor
Kathleen O'Donnell
Tom O'Gorman
Glenn and Peggy O'Grady
Jessie O'Leary
Annmarie O'Rourke
Margaret O'Rourke and John O'Grady
Mary Odia
Edward Oleynick
Charles and Jeannette O'Neill
Mary Oneill
Chinele Oranekwu
Isabel Orbe
Silva Orchanian
Joan Orler
Ann Ormond
Charles and Lori Orr
Anna Orsland
Jon Orvarsson
Ashley Osborn
Shayne Mary Ostrowski
Colleen Ouellet
Yzel Meliza Ovando
Noble Overby
Regina Packard
Olivia Palmer
Paoli-Brynyn-Malvern Lions Club
Meghan Pappas
David and Jane Parent
Shawn Parker
John Parks
Bruce and Deborah Parlato
The Party Center
Bernice Paschal
Carol Passacantilli
Elaine Paster
Brooks and Amy Patterson
Barbara Pearson
Stephen Peck
Phillip and Holly Pegg
Sue and Maurice Pelletier
Michael and Cynthia Penman
Bernadette Pepoli
Richard Perera
John Perrino
Patricia Perrotta
Clare Perry
Francine Perry
Bernadette and Stephen Persons
Florence Pfaster
James and Jeanne Placitelli
Sharon Pichiari
Tina Pilkauskas
Dawn Piracini
Gina Poirier
Matthew Polimeno
Karen Pollak
Beth Ann Poore
Victor Posada
Abigail Posner
Suzanne and Alan Posner
Linda Post
William Postal
Dennis and Rita Pringle
Melissa Pucci
Greg Pumilia
Deane Putnam
Susan Ramonas
April Ramos
Jason Rathbone
Julie Ratte
Tiffany Ray
Melissa Rea
Susanne Rech
Mairead Reddin
Joanne Reed
Aline Reele
Edith Reichenbach
Laurence Reid and Caroline Donnelly
Krista Reilly
Ruth Reilly
Mary Reinhard

Donors | Friends
Cindy Remis
John and Elise Renoni
Carol Reynolds
Kathleen Boshar Reynolds
Tammy Ricciardi
Stephen and Jeanne Riccio
Stephanie Rice
John and Elise Renoni
Carol Reynolds
Kathleen Boshar Reynolds
Tammy Ricciardi
Stephen and Jeanne Riccio
Stephanie Rice
Charles and Kelly Rickards
Eric and Jane Ridings
Yongoon and Haejin Rim
Caitlin Rinn
Lisa Risa
Riverside Woods Condominium Trust
Syed Rizvi and Ayesha Mahmood
Rodney and Edith Robb
Steven and Karen Robbins
Robert Rice Electric LLC
Roberta Robertson
Lindsay Rocca
Bruna Rocha
Carl Rodda
Michael Roddy
Dona and David Rodriguez
Francesca and Todd Rogato
Frank and Cheryl Romano
Jennifer Leandro Romano
Jill Romano
Michael and Valerie Romano
Dawn Rondeau
Emma Roney
Beth Rooney
Julie Rosato
Stephen and Phyllis Rosen
Sheri Rosenberg
Ross Real Estate and Rentals
Margie Rothchild
Michael and Elizabeth Rowan
Mark Rowe
Jennifer Ruane
Carl and Bernadette Rubano
Joseph and Josephine Rubino
Robert and Mary Ruckstuhl
Nicholas Rudi
Jessica Rugo
Mia Ruiz
Patrick and Mary Grace Runci
Sandra and Delbert Russell
Christopher and Gayle Rutter
Paul Ryan
SAU80 Office Staff
Clara Sadia
Julie Sagan
Kimberly and Jeffrey Sager
Lucille Saks
Bill Samaras
Christopher and Jennifer Samaras
Alianna and Ashton Sampson
Luisa San Andres
Joseph and Laura Santoleri
Salvatore and Carol Santolucio
Mailene Santos
Melissa Santos
Jerry Sapan
Diane Saraceno
David and Nancy Sarley
Sasso Stone, Inc.
William and Michele Sawyer
Janet and Martin Scatola
Carol Schafer
Rita Scherwa
Robert and Beverly Schiripo
Edward and Anne Schneider
Linda and Jean Schneider
Judy Schott
Rita Schuman
Darren Schwartz
Stephanie Schwartz
Susan and Bill Schwarz
Frederick and Jaime Scibelli
Duane and Jana Scott
Jennifer Scotton
Jerry Seelen
Richard and Kathleen Selbst
Charlie and Phyllis Self
Richard and Jennifer Settle
Linda Severn
Frank and Linda Shadeed
Mark Shadowens
Shaker Regional School District
Paul and Joan Shanahan
Brigid Shank
Kelsey and Derek Shaw
Amy Shea
Steven and Jean Shea
Brian Sheehan
Matthew and Andrea Sheehan
Richard Sheehan and Pamela Khoury
Batie Shems
Rhianna Sherwood
Nancy Shevin
Joy and Gary Shugrue
Cathy Shyne
Edwin and Caroline Sides
Signage Unlimited
William Silbey
Donald and Pamela Simi
Joan L.S. Simmers
Patricia Simpson
Tommy and Anne Sinclair
Edna Sinnott
Sisters of the Holy Redeemer, Inc.
Dana Skahill
Michael Skiffington
Casey Smith
Renee Smith
Sid Smith
Pearl Sadosky
Stacy Sophia
Erin and Jeffrey Solomon
Leeving Soon
Elizabeth Sorgi
Anthony and Joanne Soslow
Takis and Paula Sotopoulos
Christina Spinale
David Sprague and Michelle Stack-Sprague
Rosanne Spring
Kyle Squier
Brian and Patricia St. Clair
Lorraine St. Hilare
Leo and Frances Stack
Tyler Stahle
Catherine Stanley
Marianne Staska
State Farm Insurance
Julie and Robert Steber
Ashley Stecher
Thomas and Sandra Stecher
Dennis Steele and Denise Rinear
Sandra and Delbert Russell
Christopher and Gayle Rutter
Paul Ryan
SAU80 Office Staff
Clara Sadia
Julie Sagan
Kimberly and Jeffrey Sager
Lucille Saks
Bill Samaras
Christopher and Jennifer Samaras
Alianna and Ashton Sampson
Luisa San Andres
Joseph and Laura Santoleri
Salvatore and Carol Santolucio
Mailene Santos
Melissa Santos
Jerry Sapan
Diane Saraceno
David and Nancy Sarley
Sasso Stone, Inc.
William and Michele Sawyer
Janet and Martin Scatola
Carol Schafer
Rita Scherwa
Robert and Beverly Schiripo
Edward and Anne Schneider
Linda and Jean Schneider
Judy Schott
Rita Schuman
Darren Schwartz
Stephanie Schwartz
Susan and Bill Schwarz
Frederick and Jaime Scibelli
Duane and Jana Scott
Jennifer Scotton
Jerry Seelen
Richard and Kathleen Selbst
Charlie and Phyllis Self
Richard and Jennifer Settle
Linda Severn
Frank and Linda Shadeed
Mark Shadowens
Shaker Regional School District
Paul and Joan Shanahan
Brigid Shank
Kelsey and Derek Shaw
Amy Shea
Steven and Jean Shea
Brian Sheehan
Matthew and Andrea Sheehan
Richard Sheehan and Pamela Khoury
Batie Shems
Rhianna Sherwood
Nancy Shevin
Joy and Gary Shugrue
Cathy Shyne
Edwin and Caroline Sides
Signage Unlimited
William Silbey
Donald and Pamela Simi
Joan L.S. Simmers
Patricia Simpson
Tommy and Anne Sinclair
Edna Sinnott
Sisters of the Holy Redeemer, Inc.
Dana Skahill
Michael Skiffington
Casey Smith
Renee Smith
Sid Smith
Pearl Sadosky
Stacy Sophia
Erin and Jeffrey Solomon
Leeving Soon
Elizabeth Sorgi
Anthony and Joanne Soslow
Takis and Paula Sotopoulos
Christina Spinale
David Sprague and Michelle Stack-Sprague
Rosanne Spring
Kyle Squier
Brian and Patricia St. Clair
Lorraine St. Hilare
Leo and Frances Stack
Tyler Stahle
Catherine Stanley
Marianne Staska
State Farm Insurance
Julie and Robert Steber
Ashley Stecher
Thomas and Sandra Stecher
Dennis Steele and Denise Rinear
Jane A. Steeves
Beth Stehley
Susan Stendahl
Robertta Stern
Anne Stevens
Mary Ellen Stevens
Brad Stevenson
Charlotte Stevenson
Gregory and Wendy Stevenson
William and Theresa Stickney
Sandra Stroge
Lisa and Brian Studer
Ravi Subramaniam
Jamie Sullivan
Kyla Sullivan
Mary Sullivan
Sarah Sullivan
Timothy Sullivan
Jodi Sussman
Ann and Michael Swartz
Jill Swartz
Tracy Swiniarski
Patricia Synnot
Paula Szlag
Alicia Tague
Pamela Tamulynas
Lucy Tarpinian
Philip and Helene Tarpinian
Tamara Tarrance
Ava Taylor
Jacques and Denise Telio
Herbert Thaler
Jodi Thibeau
Emily Thomson
Kathy Tiberio
Anthony and Margaret Tirimacco
Sokha Toek
Ann Tomao
Maureen Torrisi
Sandra Torrisi
Trailside Torrisi
Trailside Communications, Inc.
Rosemarie Traverso
Ronnie Traynor
Gabriel and Marissa Tribuiani
Victoria Tringale
Tim Tryder

These lists reflect cumulative donations made between 7/1/2021 and 6/30/2023.

*Deceased
Yiyun Tsai
Sheila and Frederick Tucker
Bernice Turetsky
Mary L. Turkal* 
Jean Tuthill
Mark and Linda Tuthill
Stephen and Kristine Twombly
Amy Uminski
United Way of Massachusetts Bay and Merrimack Valley
Joan and Mark Uppendahl
Kristin Vaillancourt
Jenka Valdez
Suzanne Valenti
Kendra Valluzzi
Gaye Van Der Eerden
Kelly VanDenBerghe
Lisa VanDorpe
Vanguard Community Fund
Karol Vargas
William Vazquez
Suzy Veilleux
Dawn Venuto
Laurie Jo Verrette
Hilary Viola
William and June Vollmer
Dante and Maribeth Volpe
Alex Vorrilas
Steve Vukosa
David and Amy Wagner
Erica and Christopher Wainer
James and Karen Wakefield
Laura Walda
Michelle Waldron
The Waldron Family
Karen Walker
Ronald and Kimberly Walker
William and Teresa Wallace
Frederick and Anne Walls
Jessica Walls
Casey Walsh
Joe Walsh
Selma June Walsh
Ashley Ward
Diane Wardwell
Matthew Washo
Susan Weidman
David Weigert
Mary Jane Weiss and Thomas Zane
Frank and Mildred Wesner
Christine West
Charles and Susan White
Christa Bergmann White
Michael White
Laura Wilhelm
Stuart Winfrey
Alan and Vicki Winker
Lucille Winslow
Sarah Winslow
Margery and Richard Winters
Richard Witter
Hanna Wizboski
Maria Wizboski
Kelley McIntyre Wolfe
Lisa Wood
Jillian and John Woodilla
Mary Woodward
Elaine Woolaver
Work Incorporated
Camilla Worsfold
Kita Wright
Sabrina Wright
Angela Wrolstad
Elaine Wu
Kim Wyman
Peter and Alice Wyman
Barbara Yost and The Neafcy Family
Kara Young
Conor Youngs
Helen Zablocki
David Zacarias
Ronald and Sally Zagaja
Laura Zaganjori
Joseph and Claire Zakrzewski
John and Theodora Zannino
Susan Zeager
V. Scott Zelov
Jean Zick
Brittany Zolt
Kristine Zuk

Donors | Friends

*Deceased

Education Improvement Tax Credit (EITC)

Melmark is grateful for corporate partners like Cencora. Formerly known as AmerisourceBergen, this global healthcare solutions leader with a strong Philadelphia area presence has invested in the Melmark mission over the past five years. The company generously donates each year via Pennsylvania’s Educational Improvement Tax Credit (ETC) program.

EITC is a win-win for individuals, corporations, and non-profits. The individual or corporation is relieved of a part of their Pennsylvania tax burden when they make a gift through EITC, and Melmark uses the funds to continually enhance the education program at The Melmark School. Currently, EITC funds are helping to develop, assess, and implement innovative software that tracks each individual’s interdisciplinary progress toward their personalized goals, and helping to continue to improve outcomes.

Friends of Education, a special purpose entity (SPE), has received state tax credits through Pennsylvania’s Education Improvement Tax Credit (ETC) program that they can distribute to individuals who participate in the SPE and who support a state-approved organization, of which Melmark is one.

For more information on the Education Improvement Tax Credit program, contact Lisa Ketcham, Director of Advancement at Melmark Pennsylvania at lketcham@melmark.org or 610-325-4953
The Paul and Mildred Krentel Legacy Society

Generations of Philanthropy: Dennis McAndrews, Esq. and The Paul and Mildred Krentel Legacy Society

Every Melmark family today is benefitting from the thoughtful legacy support made by planned gift donors of yesterday. New and ongoing participation in The Paul and Mildred Krentel Legacy Society helps ensure that same impact on Melmark families in the generations ahead.

A planned gift can both advance the Melmark mission and help donors achieve their financial goals, with individuals able to participate through a variety of estate plan options with significant tax advantages, including:

A Bequest—a flexible and popular planned gift in your will or a trust by which Melmark would be the recipient of a specific sum or a percentage of the balance of the estate.

A Life Insurance Policy—an easy way to participate by either making Melmark the beneficiary of a current policy, or by purchasing a new policy with Melmark the recipient.

Retirement Plans—could be gifted to Melmark, perhaps with other more tax efficient assets then passed onto one’s heirs.

As someone who believes in the Melmark mission, The Paul and Mildred Krentel Legacy Society has enabled me to make a meaningful, generational commitment to help future Melmark families. I encourage you to join me in considering the same.

Dennis McAndrews, Esq.
Founder, McAndrews, Mehalick, Connolly, Hulse and Ryan P.C.
Member, The Paul and Mildred Krentel Legacy Society

Recipient of Melmark’s Golden Hero Award in 2022, which honors and recognizes individuals who, through their selfless acts of compassion, courage, leadership and commitment, transform lives and expand opportunities for people with disabilities.

McAndrews Law is a nationally-recognized firm that provides families in Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, Maryland, and the Metropolitan Washington D.C. Area, with exceptional legal representation in Special Education, Estate Planning, Abuse of Vulnerable Citizens, and Title IX matters.

This is not intended as financial advice and any estate plan considerations must be reviewed with an individual’s legal or financial advisor.
Billy offers words of encouragement to the swim team before their first home meet in the new outdoor pool.

Grayson and staff member Antwanette smiling before heading to class.

Ekene shaking hands with Rita, Melmark’s President and CEO, during passing time in the hallways.

Cal works hard at the local Wawa, stocking supplies and offering smiles to all the customers.

Summer is working with letters with staff Amanda.

Samantha blowing bubbles with staff at the Melmark New England Family BBQ.
We are grateful for the many generous donors who made honorary gifts and celebrate those on this page who inspired such thoughtful support of Melmark.
In Memory of

Maria Alex
Joseph C. Barcelos
Denise Barthel
Alfred Beaulieu
Rosalind Beaulieu
Richard Bergskaug
June Biancucci
Edwin Borden
Mary Borden
Harvey M. Brown
Judith Buchanan
Laurie Ann Caras
Marion Cavanah
Christopher Clements
Jim Cook
Paul Compton
Davis O. Cowles
Karen Crane
Barbara D’Alessandro
Edward D. Davis
Alice B. Doyle
Arthur Falk
Angelo Faro
David Fekete
Jami Fiel
Juliet Fowler
Nancy Frome
Martin “Marty” Gantz
Phyllis Gardner
Paul Gould
Margaret M. Graham
Alan Grass
Elizabeth Grass Weese
Brad Gregor
Shirley Halbruner
June Handwerker
Kim S. Handwerker
Aileen Hegarty
Bonnie Hoffman
Bill Hoffman
Joseph W. Hudrick
Anne Johansson
Parvis Kahn
Judy Kendro
Benson Kessler
Judith Kessler
Samantha Kessler
Robert Koppe
The Father of Lori Lally
Sam Landy
Alma Marie LeBlanc
Mary Lehrer
Constance Lowell
Betsy Lusignea
John T. Lyons
Mildred MacNivem
Jean Malarkey
Gaetano Manganiello
Matthew Marvain
Ellen Matzner
Chris Maurer
Ruth McDermott
Margaret McDonough
Michael McKinley
Kathleen McMahon
John McNichol
Noah Mhaiki
Jacqueline D. Menihane
John F. Mitchell
Patricia Mitchell
Edward “Teddy” Moran
Victor Morrison
Matthew L. Mullin, III
Mary Louise Murray
Frank Nappi
Joanna Natale
Kathleen Neafcy
William G. Noke
Barbara Nolin
Robert Norton
Eleanor O’Brien
Bill O’Shea
Richard F. Packard Jr.
Bea Pappas
Patrycia Pellegrino
Richard A. Pepoli
Tony Phillips
Marilyn C. Reppucci
James D. Ross
Patricia Rourke
Larry Royer
Melissa Salit
Wayne “Bubbie” Samuels
Sonny Sarullo
Anne B. Sell
Thomas G. Sell
Virginia Shea
Danny Shoap
Rick Silva
Robert Silvetz, Sr.
Virginia Siroli
Beth Stafford Quay
John Taylor
Katie Trainor
Genevive M. Tuthill
Paul Van Etten
Valerie Wiblishauser
Marcy Yameen

We are grateful to the many generous donors who made gifts in memory of a loved one or friend and honor those in whose memory these meaningful gifts were made to Melmark.
Our deepest thanks to these outstanding donors who have made Melmark their philanthropic priority for 10 consecutive years or more.
In kind gifts provide significant budget relief, and we are grateful to these individuals and businesses who have helped Melmark with such thoughtful support.
We have carefully reviewed all gifts made to Melmark to ensure that each is properly recognized, and we make every effort to follow our donors’ preferences in this report.

If an error has occurred, please accept our sincere apology and alert us by contacting Aline Reele, Donor Relations Manager, at 610-325-4996 or AlineReele@Melmark.org.

If you would prefer to have your name listed differently than it appears, please let us know.
Residents from The Lodge host a social cooking night each week.

Estelle works on writing numbers during an at home visit from a Melmark New England early intervention specialist.

Andrea, Alison, and Simeon during Science class.

Aiden working on his writing skills with staff Antwanette.

Tommy, Matt, and Joe walking into school each morning with laughter and jokes for all.

Ava, out on a walk in the park with her staff.
Every year, Melmark needs generous philanthropic support to bridge the gap between the costs of our premier services and initiatives, expert staff, and innovative programming and the limited income we receive in public funding to cover those costs. Even with robust advocacy, that gap has remained the same or grown wider at the same time that the needs of our individuals have become more complex, staffing in this economy a challenge, and our role as a national leader in the field of applied behavior analytics—benefitting both those at Melmark as well as those we can never directly serve—even more critical.

We need generous annual, major, endowment, and planned gift donors to help us bridge that gap for those we serve with care every day, invest in Melmark's short- and long-term strategic goals, and provide a foundation of financial security for this and future generations.

Annual Giving

Annual donations, whether in support of the annual fund for areas of greatest need, Adult Programs, Children's Programs, or our Wage Initiative, have an immediate and direct impact on what we do and who we serve every day.

Endowment Giving

Melmark has a goal of raising $50 million for its endowment, a level that could provide $2 million as an allocation of annual interest earned. As of today, we are enormously grateful to say that $41 million has been committed to this effort. Endowment major gifts of five-figures or more can be payable over three to five years.

Planned Giving - Ways to Give That Surpass Your Lifetime

Planned gifts allow donors to leave a financial legacy to Melmark. Whether a bequest, life insurance policy, charitable gift annuity, or other method, planned gifts help donors achieve their own philanthropic and financial goals while also reducing their tax liability.

Charitable Bequest: There are four types of charitable bequests: Specific—a gift of a specific item or to a specific program. Residual—a gift of all the “rest, residue and remainder” of your estate after all other bequests, debts, and taxes have been paid. Unrestricted—a gift to be used for general purposes or where the need is greatest; Honorary/Memorial—a gift made in honor of or in memory of someone.

Charitable Remainder Trust: The donor receives an annual income stream from this form of trust. The income reverts to the charitable organization once the terms of the trust are complete, often upon the death of the donor.

Charitable Lead Trust: The donor makes a gift via an irrevocable trust that is designed to provide fixed annual payments to the charity for a period of time, with the remaining assets eventually going to heirs or other beneficiaries.

Donor Advised Fund (DAF): A named giving account established at a public charity (for example Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund) that allows the donor to receive an immediate tax deduction. The donor then has the ability to designate charitable donations to non-profit organizations that they wish to support. Donors can make subsequent donations to their fund, and even set it up as an endowment to support their causes in perpetuity.

For more information on Annual Giving, Endowment Giving, or Planned Giving, please contact Lisa Ketcham, Director of Advancement at Melmark Pennsylvania, at liketcham@melmark.org or 610-325-4953, or Ellen Kallman, Director of Advancement at Melmark New England and Carolinas, at ekallman@melmarkne.org or 978-654-4371.
This impact report is dedicated to the memory of Davian Mutyabule.

Davian was a beloved student of the Melmark New England day school program who came to Melmark as a tiny, young boy and grew into a joy-filled adolescent during his time with us. His huge smile was contagious in his classroom, and beyond, where he loved spending time with classmates and his best friend at school. Davian always enjoyed clapping to celebrate his successes along with those of each classmate and staff member.